estimate of the POS component of the magnetic
field. Assuming a typical electron density of
108 cm−3, our measured phase speeds between
1.5 and 5 Mm s–1 correspond to projected magnetic field strengths between 8 and 26 G. We note
that circular polarization measurements of coronal emission lines can provide an estimate of the
LOS component of the magnetic field. Notably,
seismology and polarimetry provide complementary projections of the coronal magnetic field,
which can be combined to provide an estimate of
both the strength and the inclination of the magnetic field. In future work, it will be possible to
estimate the plasma density with CoMP observations through the intensity ratio of the FeXIII
lines at 1074.7 and 1079.8 nm (31).
We have analyzed observations from the
CoMP instrument that show an overwhelming
flux of upward-propagating low-frequency waves
throughout the solar corona. These waves propagate at speeds typical of Alfvén waves, and their
direction of propagation mirrors the measured
magnetic field direction. The waves we resolved
do not have enough energy to heat the solar
corona. We conclude that these ubiquitous waves
are indeed Alfvénic and offer the real possibility
of probing the plasma environment of the solar

corona with a high degree of accuracy through
coronal seismology.
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At interfaces between complex oxides, electronic systems with unusual electronic properties can
be generated. We report on superconductivity in the electron gas formed at the interface between
two insulating dielectric perovskite oxides, LaAlO3 and SrTiO3. The behavior of the electron gas
is that of a two-dimensional superconductor, confined to a thin sheet at the interface. The
superconducting transition temperature of ≅ 200 millikelvin provides a strict upper limit to the
thickness of the superconducting layer of ≅ 10 nanometers.
n pioneering work, it was demonstrated that a
highly mobile electron system can be induced
at the interface between LaAlO3 and SrTiO3
(1). The discovery of this electron gas at the
interface between two insulators has generated an
impressive amount of experimental and theoretical work (2–8), in part because the complex
ionic structure and particular interactions found at
such an interface are expected to promote novel
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electronic phases that are not always stable as
bulk phases (9–11). This result also generated an
intense debate on the origin of the conducting
layer, which could either be “extrinsic” and due
to oxygen vacancies in the SrTiO3 crystal or
“intrinsic” and related to the polar nature of the
LaAlO3 structure. In the polar scenario, a
potential develops as the LaAlO3 layer thickness
increases that may lead to an “electronic reconstruction” above some critical thickness (5).
Another key issue concerns the ground state of
such a system; at low temperatures, a chargeordered interface with ferromagnetic spin alignment was predicted (4). Experimental evidence
in favor of a ferromagnetic ground state was
recently found (6). Yet, rather than ordering
magnetically, the electron system may also
condense into a superconducting state. It was
proposed that in field effect transistor config-
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urations, a superconducting, two-dimensional
(2D) electron gas might be generated at the
SrTiO3 surface (12). It was also pointed out that
the polarization of the SrTiO3 layers may cause
the electrons on SrTiO3 surfaces to pair and form
at high temperatures a superconducting condensate (13, 14). In this report, we explore the
ground state of the LaAlO3/SrTiO3 interface and
clarify whether it orders when the temperature
approaches absolute zero. Our experiments provide evidence that the investigated electron gases
condense into a superconducting phase. The
characteristics of the transition are consistent
with those of a 2D electron system undergoing a
Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) transition (15–17). In the oxygen vacancy scenario
the observation of superconductivity provides a
strict upper limit to the thickness of the superconducting sheet at the LaAlO3/SrTiO3 interface.
The samples were prepared by depositing
LaAlO3 layers with thicknesses of 2, 8, and 15
unit cells (uc) on TiO2-terminated (001) surfaces
of SrTiO3 single crystals (5, 18). The films were
grown by pulsed laser deposition at 770°C and
6 × 10−5 mbar O2, then cooled to room temperature in 400 mbar of O2, with a 1-hour oxidation
step at 600°C. The fact that only heterostructures
with a LaAlO3 thickness greater than three uc
conduct (5) was used to pattern the samples
(19). Without exposing the LaAlO3/SrTiO3 interface to the environment, bridges with widths
of 100 mm and lengths of 300 mm and 700 mm
were structured for four-point measurements,
as well as two-uc-thick LaAlO3 layers for reference (18).
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Transmission electron studies (18) were
performed on reference samples grown under
conditions identical to those described above.
Cross-sectional cuts were prepared by mechanical polishing followed by low-energy,
low-angle ion milling and investigated by scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM)
(18). Figure 1A shows a high-angle annular dark
field (HAADF) STEM image of the sharp
interface between a 15-uc-thick LaAlO3 film
and the SrTiO3 substrate. The film is found to be
coherent with the substrate with no obvious
defects or dislocations at the interface, resulting
in biaxial tensile strain of ≅ 3%, as measured
from STEM images (18). The out-of-plane lattice

constant of the LaAlO3 film is ≅ 3.78 Å, which
is close to the bulk value and suggests either a
rather small Poisson ratio as previously reported
(20) or out-of-plane relaxation in the thin film
(21). To obtain an upper limit on the extent of
electronic structure and compositional changes
below the interface, electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) in the STEM was used to probe
the chemistry of the heterostructure at the atomic
scale. Simultaneously recorded O-K and Ti-L2,3
edges close to and far away from the interface are
shown in Fig. 1, B and C. By 1.5 nm away from
the interface, the changes in the O-K edge are
very slight, suggesting an upper limit to the
oxygen vacancy concentration of 3%. At 6 nm

Fig. 1. STEM and EELS
analysis of a LaAlO3/SrTiO3
heterostructure. (A) Highangle annular dark field
image of a 15-uc-thick
LaAlO3 film grown on SrTiO3
showing a coherent interface.
(B) O-K EELS spectra of the
SrTiO3 close to (1.5 nm) and
far away from the interface.
Even at 1.5 nm from the
interface, the O-K fine structure is only very slightly
damped compared with the
bulk. The damping could be
caused by the presence of a
low concentration of oxygen
vacancies. (C) Small changes
of the Ti-L2,3 fine structure
close to the interface are
consistent with a small concentration of Ti3+, which falls below the detection limit by 6 nm from the
interface and beyond.

Fig. 2. Transport measurements on LaAlO3/SrTiO3 heterostructures. (A) Dependence of the sheet
resistance on T of the 8-uc and 15-uc samples (measured with a 100-nA bias current). (Inset) Sheet
resistance versus temperature measured between 4 K and 300 K. (B) Sheet resistance of the 8-uc
sample plotted as a function of T for magnetic fields applied perpendicular to the interface. (C)
Temperature dependence of the upper critical field Hc2 of the two samples.
www.sciencemag.org
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away from the interface, the changes in the O-K
and Ti-L2,3 edges compared with bulk SrTiO3 fall
below the noise level (<1% oxygen vacancy
concentration). The small changes of the Ti-L2,3
edges are consistent with a slight increase in Ti3+,
either from oxygen deficiency (22) or a compensating interface charge (18).
Two samples were analyzed by transport
measurements and found to be conducting (Fig.
2A), their 2-uc-thick control structures being
insulating (resistance R > 30 MW) at all temperatures T (32 mK < T < 300 K). At T ≅ 4.2 K, the
Hall carrier densities of the 8-uc and 15-uc samples equal ≅ 4 × 1013/cm2 and ≅ 1.5 × 1013/cm2,
and the mobilities ≅ 350 cm2/Vs and ≅ 1000
cm2/Vs, respectively. Whether the differences in
the sample properties present an intrinsic effect
that is caused by the variation of the LaAlO3
thickness remains to be explored. The Hall response is only weakly temperature dependent
[Hall resistance RH(300 K)/RH(4.2 K) ≅ 0.8 and
0.95 for the 8-uc and 15-uc samples, respectively]. Magnetic fields up to m0 H = 8 T were applied
to the 8-uc-thick sample, revealing a positive
magnetoresistance. The samples investigated
here do not show a hysteretic magnetoresistance.
No minimum is found in the R(T) characteristics
of the 8-uc sample, such as was reported recently
for LaAlO3/SrTiO3 samples fabricated under
different conditions (6). For the 15-uc sample, a
shallow minimum in the R(T) curve was observed at 4 K.
At ≅ 200 mK and ≅ 100 mK, respectively, the
8-uc and 15-uc samples undergo a transition into
a state for which no resistance could be measured
(Fig. 2A). The widths of the transitions (20% to
80%) of the 8-uc and 15-uc samples are ≅ 16 mK
and ≅ 51 mK, respectively. The resistance drops
by more than three orders of magnitude to below
the noise limit of the measurement (18). Application of a magnetic field m0 H = 180 mT
perpendicular to the interface completely suppresses this zero-resistance state (Fig. 2B). Figure
3A displays the voltage versus current (V-I)
characteristics of a bridge in the 8-uc sample,
measured using a dc technique. At low temperatures, the V-I characteristics show a well-defined
critical current Ic. The occurrence of the zeroresistance state and the characteristic R(T,H) and
V(I,H) dependencies provide clear evidence for
superconductivity.
The Tc(H) dependence, where Tc is defined as
R(Tc) = 0.5 × R(1 K), provides a measure for the
upper critical field Hc2(T). The Hc2(T) curve is
shown in Fig. 2C; Hc2(0 K) ≅ 65 mT and ≅ 30
mT for the 8-uc and 15-uc samples, corresponding to coherence lengths x(0 K) ≅ 70 nm
and ≅ 105 nm, respectively. Figure 3B shows the
temperature dependence of the critical currents
per unit width. The maximal values of Ic are 98
mA/cm and 5.6 mA/cm for the 8-uc and 15-uc
samples, respectively. A steplike structure in the
V(I) curves displayed by the 15-uc sample (not
shown) indicates that the low Ic of this sample is
caused by inhomogeneities. Just below Ic, the
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samples develop a small voltage drop which is
proportional to the current and increases with
temperature. As Fig. 4A shows for the 8-uc-thick
sample, at 30 mK the associated resistance is at
least four orders of magnitude smaller than the
normal state resistance. With T increasing from
30 mK to 180 mK, the resistance grows exponentially from ≅ 0.1 W to 10 W. Between 180
mK and Tc, the step at Ic disappears and powerlaw type V(I) curves are measured.
Is the bulk of the SrTiO3 superconducting
or is it only a thin sheet at the interface layer?

How thick is the superconducting layer? If the
heterostructures were 2D superconductors, the
transition into the superconducting state would
be a BKT transition, characterized by a transition
temperature TBKT at which vortex-antivortex
pairs unbind (23). A simple estimate of TBKT,
assuming that the sheet superconducting carrier
density equals 4 × 1013/cm2, would suggest that
in the samples, the BKT and mean field temperatures almost coincide. However, in case of large
vortex fugacity, a high density of vortex-antivortex
pairs is thermally generated and an ionic-like

Fig. 3. V(I) measurements of the 8-uc LaAlO3/SrTiO3 heterostructure. (A) Temperature-dependent
voltage-current characteristics of a 100 × 300 mm2 bridge. (B) Measured temperature dependence
of the linear critical current density, as obtained from (A).

Fig. 4. Low-temperature transport properties of the 8-uc LaAlO3/SrTiO3 heterostructure. (A) V(I)
curves on a logarithmic scale. The color code is the same as that in Fig. 3A. The numbers provide the
value of T, measured in mK, at which the curves were taken. The short black lines are fits of the data in
the transition. The two long black lines correspond to V = RI and V ~ I3 dependencies and show that
187 mK < TBKT < 190 mK. (B) Temperature dependence of the power-law exponent a, as deduced
from the fits shown in (A). (C) R(T) dependence of the 8-uc sample (I = 100 nA), plotted on a [dln(R)/dT]−2/3
scale. The solid line is the behavior expected for a BKT transition with TBKT = 190 mK.
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vortex-antivortex crystal is formed (24). For such
a system, the melting of this lattice represents the
BKT transition, which then occurs at lower temperatures. At the BKT transition, the current-induced
Lorentz force causes dislocation-antidislocation
pairs to unbind, resulting in a V º I a behavior,
with a(TBKT) = 3.
The samples indeed show clear signatures of
the BKT behavior, such as a V º I a power-law
dependence (Fig. 4A). As revealed by Fig. 4B, at
T = 188 mK, the exponent a approaches 3; this
temperature is therefore identified as TBKT. The
V(I,T) characteristics (Fig. 4A) are very similar to
the results of simulations treating finite-size 2D
systems (25). The ohmic regime observed below
TBKT at small currents is expected for finite size
samples and agrees quantitatively with an analysis (18) based on (24).
In addition, the R(T) characteristics are
consistent with a BKT transition, for which,
close to TBKT, a R = R0exp(−bt−1/2) dependence is
expected (26). Here, R0 and b are material
parameters and t = T/TBKT − 1. As shown by
Fig. 4C, the measured R(T) dependence is
consistent with this behavior and yields TBKT ≅
190 mK, in agreement with the result of the
a-exponent analysis. The superconducting transition of the samples is therefore consistent with
that of a 2D superconducting film. Hence, the
superconducting layer is thinner than x ≅ 70 nm.
Analysis of the superconducting transition
temperature provides an independent bound on
the layer thickness. If the superconductivity were
due to oxygen defects in SrTiO3−x, a carrier
density of ≳ 3 × 1019/cm3 would be required
for a Tc of 200 mK (27). The measured sheet
carrier densities thus give an upper limit for the
thickness of the superconducting sheet of ≅ 15
nm. Considering that the carrier concentration of
the SrTiO3−x layer cannot be constant but has to
conform to a profile following Poisson’s equation
as treated with consideration to the fielddependent SrTiO3 susceptibility (28), one can
set an upper limit for the thickness of the
superconducting sheet of ≅ 10 nm, a value much
smaller than that suggested in (7, 8) for the
thickness of the conducting layer in reduced
LaAlO3/SrTiO3 heterostructures. The carrier
density profile at interfaces in oxygen-deficient
SrTiO3−x has also been calculated in (8). As a
result of this model, a sheet carrier density > 5 ×
1014/cm2 is needed to provide a carrier concentration of 3 × 1019/cm3 . Because the sheet carrier
densities of our samples equal only 1.5 to 4 ×
1013/cm2, according to this model the superconductivity of the LaAlO3/ SrTiO3 interface cannot
be caused by doped SrTiO3−x alone.
The experiments presented here do not allow
us to determine whether the observed superconductivity is due to a thin doped SrTiO3 sheet
or a novel phenomenon occurring at this artificial
interface. Although the Tc of the heterostructures
falls in the transition range of oxygen-deficient
SrTiO3−x, the transport properties of the samples
differ to some extent from the ones of doped
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SrTiO3. Whereas in oxygen-deficient SrTiO3−x
and Nb-doped SrTiO3 films the Hall constant
increases markedly below 100 K (29), it is less
temperature dependent in LaAlO3/SrTiO3 heterostructures. In addition, the upper critical field of
the heterostructures is an order of magnitude
smaller than that of Nb-SrTiO3 with the same Tc.
Finally, our observation of both superconducting
and insulating behavior on the same sample,
depending on the precise LaAlO3 layer thickness,
is very hard to reconcile with a pure oxygen
vacancy scenario.
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Large Magnetic Anisotropy of a
Single Atomic Spin Embedded in
a Surface Molecular Network
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Magnetic anisotropy allows magnets to maintain their direction of magnetization over time. Using
a scanning tunneling microscope to observe spin excitations, we determined the orientation and
strength of the anisotropies of individual iron and manganese atoms on a thin layer of copper
nitride. The relative intensities of the inelastic tunneling processes are consistent with dipolar
interactions, as seen for inelastic neutron scattering. First-principles calculations indicate that the
magnetic atoms become incorporated into a polar covalent surface molecular network in the
copper nitride. These structures, which provide atom-by-atom accessibility via local probes, have
the potential for engineering anisotropies large enough to produce stable magnetization at low
temperatures for a single atomic spin.
agnetic structures with only a few
atomic spins, such as single atoms
and clusters on metal surfaces (1, 2)
and molecular magnets (3–5), can exhibit
anisotropies that are large enough to maintain a
stable spin orientation at low temperatures. The
large anisotropies per each atom in these small
clusters are of interest as a possible way to shrink
magnetic bits below the size at which domains in
current thin-film magnetic materials become
unstable at room temperature. The impending
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approach of this superparamagnetic limit (6)
threatens to halt the decades-long trend toward
ever higher storage densities in magnetic
memory. Besides this technological relevance,
atomic-scale magnetic structures are also of great
scientific interest because they exhibit intriguing
quantum effects (7–9) and have the potential to be
harnessed for quantum computing (10, 11).
Access to individual magnetic nanostructures by
electronic transport measurements is possible with
the use of electromigration junctions (12, 13) and
local probes (2, 14–18). Whereas nanoscale
junction devices may be more readily adapted
to practical applications, studies using local
probes provide an understanding of the nanomagnet’s local environment, the crucial determinant of atomic-scale anisotropy.
Here we describe magnetic nanostructures
with large magnetic anisotropy that can be in-
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dividually constructed, studied, and manipulated
with atomic-scale precision. Individual Fe or Mn
atoms were placed at the desired locations on a
CuN surface by manipulation with a scanning
tunneling microscope (STM) tip. Our calculations
indicate that the Fe and Mn atoms are embedded
into a molecular network of polar covalently
bonded Cu and N atoms within the CuN surface.
Incorporation into the surface results in substantial
charge transfer and distribution of spin polarization away from the magnetic atom and into the
molecular network. We found that inelastic
excitations of the atomic spin (14, 15) are very
prominent in the electron tunneling from an STM
tip through the individual magnetic nanostructures. Changes in the spin-excitation energies as a
magnetic field was applied along three orthogonal
axes directly yielded both the strength and
orientation of axial and transverse magnetic
anisotropy for a single magnetic atom. The
relative intensities of these inelastic excitations
are well-described by a spin-transition matrix
element that is analogous to that found in inelastic
neutron scattering. These nanomagnetic systems
combine large magnetic anisotropies with the
flexibility that comes from being accessible on a
surface by a local probe (2, 14–18) and the
potential for control of the magnetic properties
previously available only in molecular magnets.
This has great promise because, in the absence of
transverse anisotropy, the single Fe atom on CuN
would have an energy-reversal barrier similar in
magnitude to that observed for atomic spins in the
most anisotropic configurations in molecular
magnets (4) and on metal surfaces (1).
Experiments were conducted with an ultrahighvacuum low-temperature STM with a base temperature of 0.5 K. We measured the differential
conductance dI/dV using lock-in detection of the
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